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About This Game

In 2016's CRAZY OTTO you and up to seven of your friends have a job to do. Run the maze, eat the dots, grab the cake,
dodge the dinosaurs.

Unless you are the dinosaurs, in which case you'd better eat CRAZY OTTO and his friends!

At long last, this very special home edition of the greatest arcade machine never made is coming to a video games system near
you! What makes it so special? Not only are we bringing you all the thrills of the arcade original, but we've bulked it up to

TWENTY-FIVE LEVELS, making CRAZY OTTO the biggest game of all time!

And that’s not all! We’ve added the ability for up to EIGHT SIMULTANEOUS PLAYERS to take control of not just Otto
and his friends, but of the baddies that are trying to stop them from eating everything in the maze!

CRAZY OTTO is a real treat for the whole family!

Classic dot-eating, maze-navigating action!

Play as the goodies or the baddies!

Twenty-five levels - more levels than in any other game ever!
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Up to eight simultaneous players!

Full support for vertical monitors, for that real arcade feel!

Localised for Spain, Germany, Russia and China!
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Title: Crazy Otto
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Extend Mode
Publisher:
Extend Mode
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.6GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 180 MB available space

English,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Absolutely beautiful game. I loved it. The music is very good too.. 50\/10 Would knock a a skull backwards into my own goal
while it laughs at me again.. I was enjoying this game until a huge difficulty spike left me facing overwhelming odds with no
way out, thus ending my game. Disappointing.. The game uses the classic stand and shoot vr gameplay base, but since this is a
header game it works great and more importantly convenient. You don't have to mind walking into the wall as you play this
game, just make sure that there is nothing near your head in the room, so you don't headbutt the lights etc.

The game starts as a classical header game that we are used to see in VR market, but the physics are well made -realistic but well
balanced to be fun centric. The story feels somewhat cliche, as you would expect from a vr header game, up until the 2nd
episode. Then everything changes.

S..t hits the fan as EP2 begins, suddenly we have an alien testing us to abduct(?!), zombies, explosions, sheep(?!), much
destruction, a giant, many different ball types, utility targets, and special abilities to use.

The levels are often both action and puzzle packed. They require you to figure out some (not so complex) mechanics to finish
the levels with max success, or you can just ignore that, go all rambo, and still be able to pass the level.

The ball types are like different abilities from an RPG game. Fireball burns, Frost ball stuns, a ball that does AoE, an auto
targeting ball that gives a guaranteed headshot etc all work with harmony, and create many satisfactory "BOOM" moments.
Hitting zombies from different part of their body gives you different points, with the max being scoring a headshot.

(And headshotting the zombies feels VERY satisfying lol)

Our protagonist Axel and antagonist Scarz get into light humored dialogues as you play the levels, mostly pointing out the
absurdity of the events. The game makes fun of itself, without really shoving it into your eyes.

"Zombies? Really? Are you kidding me!"

Still, the game consciously manages to take all these ridiculous concepts, and create fun levels. They often include mini games
in the levels that you don't really need to succeed to pass the level itself.

ie. You can save that journalist guy who humiliated you before in the news, or you just... let him be eaten by the zombies. You
get to choose.

The game worked without any problems for me on HTC Vive. And the grapchics are also polished, giving you the immersion
you'd expect.

Overall, it is a fair, fun game that has unique gameplay elements for a VR game. Give it a shot.. The game is good but the menu
is terrible.. although i have played 500+ games on my board game copy and to me this is one of the best board games ever, i do
not recomend this on Steam or any other devices (purchased it on google Play stoore also) for one reason only:
- there is no community to play it online and the AI is very very limited.

PROS:
- nice game play
- it is Steam (very good reason)
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CONS:
- no online games (only asynchronous)
- lack of ppl online even to start an asynchronous game
- ppl drop theirr games in the middle
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I thoroughly enjoyed the first. This one I can't really recommend, especially given the nonsense descriptions in both reviewers
and curators (seriously? did you all just play first few levels?).

While the switching colors concept is great for the puzzles it seems this game this is only secondary in order to provide
complexity regarding input and reflexes and not so much on the puzzles. Every level past chapter 1 feels like a grind fest, where
the puzzles are not the problem, but the execution. I find myself repeating the same level dozens of times just so I can get the
input and movement right. For instance, in one level you are in tight quarters with checkerboard style rooms which most have
spinning wheels that kill you on touch taking up the whole room. You start off in an empty room and your goal is to switch color
to where everything dissapears and you do a double jump to the next empty room then switch the color back so everything
shows up again. This wouldn't be the problem as much as the room you have to double jump to is actually too far and you have
to actually wall jump in your tiny room THEN make everything disappear and do a double jump with your character having
waaaay too much inertia hope to land a few pixels above the floor of the top empty room after double jump and time the color
switch back again. Now repeat that 3 times in different directions. This is supposed to be moderately easy at chapter 2 out of 7
chapters. Right.

I guess some might find that entertaining, especially those of you with great reflexes, I don't find it fun at all and just an exercise
in frustration. Nevermind, the leaderboards.

If you are looking for a puzzler, don't bother looking here. This is absolutely more like Super meat boy, and while I could finish
that one, I can't stomach this level of repetition.

3\/10. I can\u00b4t make this works at all. Buggy in Linux. moving the camera causes things to chop to a few frames a second
and the audio to cut out.. This is the epitome of art and human understanding, crafted to perfection by its deep lore and its
higher descriptions of how we human should live our lives, how we can become our very best through hell and back. This game
has truly changed my life as now i have gained the IQ of -5 and given me a reason to no longer live. I'll like to thank Mike
Wazowski for such vision of perfection and ascension.. This game is absolutely incredible. There's a lot of depth hidden under
the surface and it's a really big surprise on just how solid the game is. It's one of those games with simple mechanics and endless
permutations on creating puzzles with them, throwing in new elements once in a while.

Basically, the gist is, it's an open world puzzle platformer which is heavily reminiscent of La-Mulana and Fez, with gameplay
similar to.. Blocks That Matter, in a way? If you liked any of those titles, I say there's a pretty good chance you'll like this one
too. And not to turn this into a review for other games, but if you haven't played any of those titles, please do!

Anyway, if a game is this reminiscent of the best parts of some of my favorite titles I've ever played, I can't help but give this a
favorable review.
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